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The safety edge calls for a tapered edge between
the pavement and the graded shoulder.

Safety Edge Catches On as Life-Saving Technique
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An asphalt paving technique called the safety edge
is gaining momentum across
the country as state transportation departments strive to
protect motorists from run-offthe-road crashes. The Federal Highway Administration
recommends that states use
the safety edge technique—
particularly on two-lane roads
with unpaved shoulders.
The safety edge calls for
the interface between the
roadway pavement or paved
shoulder and the graded

Simple Bridge Design Uses High-Performance Materials
A simplified design for a bridge on a rural road in
Vermont is expected to produce a structure that will last
80-plus years, cut construction time by reducing activities to a bare minimum and lessen maintenance needs.
The public will benefit from the faster construction time,
lower maintenance costs and improved safety of a wider
bridge.
The $2.84 million bridge project, on U.S. Route 2 over
the Winooski River in East Montpelier, received a Highways for LIFE grant of $568,255 because of its innovations and reduced construction time. The balance of the

shoulder to be paved at an
optimal angle to minimize
vertical drop-off and provide
a safer roadway edge. In
other words, the edge of the
pavement tapers down into
the shoulder instead of dropping off vertically. The recommended angle of the taper is
about 30 to 35 degrees from
horizontal.
The newest Highways for
LIFE Vanguard Technology,
the safety edge is not an extra procedure, but merely requires a slight change in the
continued on page 2

project is being funded with federal economic stimulus
funds through the American Recovery and Reinvestment
Act of 2009.
“Our goal is to simplify the design to the greatest
extent possible while using high-performance materials,
resulting in a structure that takes less time to construct
and requires less maintenance,” said Mark Richter, construction maintenance engineer with the Federal Highway
Administration’s Vermont Division.
He said the simpler design results in fewer construction activities and a shorter construction time, reducing
continued on page 3
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Safety Edge Catches On as Life-Saving Technique , continued from cover

On the safety edge, the pavement tapers upward from the edge at a
30-to 35-degree angle.

paving equipment and has little impact on project costs.
In addition, the safety edge improves the consolidation of
the pavement near the edge, enhances pavement durability, and mitigates pavement drop-off until the contractor
can pull the graded shoulder up over the tapered edge.
The Vanguard Technology initiative uses dedicated
teams, marketing techniques and designated funding to
deploy high-payoff innovations quickly and broadly. The
safety edge team is developing a marketing plan with
goals, implementation tactics and communication tools
to move the technology into mainstream use across the
country. Other Vanguard Technologies are road safety audits, prefabricated bridge elements and systems, precast
concrete pavement systems and techniques for making
work zones work better.

Fewer Fatalities
“We believe the safety edge is a focused solution that
will reduce fatalities on rural two-lane roads where run-offthe-road crashes are most prevalent,” said Chris Wagner,
pavement and materials engineer at the FHWA Resource
Center. “The safety edge also shows great promise in
increasing the durability of the outside pavement edge,
thereby increasing the service life of the pavement.”
Wagner estimates that the safety edge has been used
by about 15 state departments of transportation, including
those in Alabama, California, Georgia, Indiana, Iowa, Missouri, New York, Texas and Utah. “We recently completed
a demonstration project in Iowa, and they now want to use
it on two more projects,” said Wagner. “And the Georgia
DOT uses it on all their overlay projects.”
Crash data show that roadway departures account
for 53 percent of fatal crashes. When a tire drops off a
paved surface, sometimes just inches from the travel lane,
a driver can have difficulty reentering the roadway if the
pavement edge is nearly vertical—especially if the height
difference is significantly more than 2 inches (50.8 millimeters). When the driver drifts off the pavement and tries
to steer back on, the nearly vertical edge can cause “tire
scrubbing,” a condition that may result in oversteering.

An excavator fitted with a hydraulic
hammer demolishes the old bridge.

The driver can lose control of the vehicle and crash into
oncoming traffic, roll over or hit a fixed object.

Safety Edge Evolution
The safety edge concept was developed in 2003
through discussions between Wagner and Frank Julian
of the FHWA Resource Center’s Safety and Design team.
Previous research by a Texas Transportation Institute team
led by Dr. Don Ivey indicated that a tapered transition
between the paved roadway and the unpaved shoulder
would help errant vehicles maintain control as they reenter
the travel lane.
Wagner and Julian began formulating ideas on how
to create such a tapered edge at the pavement–graded
shoulder interface. Wagner had experience at the National Center for Asphalt Technology with using a tapered
wedge concept to create longitudinal joints in asphalt
pavements along the lane line joint. That experience provided a starting point for developing the safety edge.
At that point, Wagner and Julian began partnering with
the Georgia DOT Office of Maintenance. Office staff such
as Director Bryant Poole and Project Manager Lynn Bean
were involved in the design and planning of a project to
study the constructability of a safety edge on a resurfacing project.
Poole was instrumental in planning and coordinating the
project, and Bean was a key player in building the project
and developing the hardware the Georgia DOT used to form
the safety edge. Industry was also a partner in the concept,
and two companies now produce and sell a shoe that attaches to the paver and forms the safety edge.
FFor more information on the safety edge, go to
ssafety.fhwa.dot.gov/roadway_dept/pavement/fhwasa09023.
You can also contact Frank Julian at (404) 562-3689 or
frank.julian@dot.gov, Chris Wagner at (404) 562-3693 or
christopher.wagner@dot.gov, or Cathy Satterfield at
(708) 283-3552 or cathy.satterfield@dot.gov.

traffic disruption by two months. The project also replaces
a functionally obsolete bridge, trimming Vermont’s inventory of deficient bridges.
The new bridge will be a single 122-foot (37-meter)
span integral abutment bridge. The roadway will consist of
two 12-foot (3.6-meter) driving lanes with a 10-foot (3-meter) shoulder on each side.
Construction of the bridge is expected to take 120
days, enabling the state to open it to traffic in one construction season. The entire project, which will require
more time for completion of additional construction activities, is scheduled to finish in June 2010.

Integral Abutment
With an integral abutment, the deck and backwall for
the steel girders will be cast as one monolithic concrete
section. The ends of the steel bridge girders will be cast
into the backwall.
Integral abutments, Richter said, are a relatively new
development in bridge design. They have no expansion
joints between the girders and the abutment, and no bearing pads for the beams to rest upon. Historically, bridge
expansion joints have been a high-maintenance item and
a source of intrusion for corrosive deicing chemicals.
The superstructure will use five weathering steel girders
(no paint) with a bare (no membrane or overlay) highperformance concrete deck reinforced with solid stainless
steel rebar. There will be no curbs and the bridge railing
system will be pedestal-mounted.
The result, according to the Vermont Agency of Transportation’s Highways for LIFE grant application, will be “a
bridge with no deck membrane and pavement that can
rut and pothole, no joints that can fall into disrepair and
leak, no scuppers that can clog, no curbs that will retain
salt-laden runoff and accelerate deck deterioration, no
bearings that can corrode and freeze, and no beam paint

system that can fail. Ideally, this is a bridge built without
most of the items that so often require significant maintenance.”
Traditionally, Vermont has used a hot-mix asphalt pavement overlay and a membrane to protect bridge decks
from salt corrosion. When bridge decks are salted in the
winter, the chloride can penetrate the concrete, reach
the carbon reinforcing steel and corrode it. The standard
treatment is to use a torch-applied membrane with a hotmix asphalt overlay on the membrane. In the past couple
of years, VTrans has been reevaluating its pavement and
membrane policy and is considering the use of “bare”
concrete decks for some bridges.

High-Performance Concrete
This new deck will consist of concrete containing fly ash,
a cementitious material that reduces the permeability of the
deck. VTrans has run tests to optimize the mix design of
the high-performance concrete, Richter said. Through the
mix design process, the agency found that just fly ash can
be used, no silica fume, to optimize the performance of the
high-performance concrete on this project.
Typically on bridges like this, VTrans uses a two-rail
curb-mounted steel bridge rail. Such a design requires the
use of curbs, which adds construction time because the
deck must cure before the contractor can add the curbs.
But this bridge will have no curbs; water will simply wash
off the deck. The bridge will use the New York three-rail
flush-mount rail to simplify construction and eliminate the
need for through-deck scuppers.
The bridge could be a prototype for other rural bridges
over streams and rivers—places with no people, automobiles or railroads underneath, said Richter. For bridges
with traffic underneath, engineers must design to control
the water to keep icicles from forming and dropping onto
traffic below.
F more information, contact Mark Richter at
For
((802)
8 828-4423 or mark.richter@fhwa.dot.gov.
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